Generalized concentration addition approach for predicting mixture toxicity.
A new mathematical model for analyzing data and predicting the effect of mixtures of toxic substances is presented as a generalized form of the concentration addition model. The proposed method, the generalized concentration addition (GCA) model, can be applied to mixtures with arbitrary strengths of interactions (synergistic or antagonistic). It requires mixture effect data for least 1 exposure concentration of the mixture in which fractions of all components and concentration-response functions for each component are known. The GCA model evaluates the interaction between components by introducing a novel response function, which is independent of the response functions for each individual components, to describe the effect of addition between different components. The GCA method was applied to published mixture toxicity data, and it was found to fit the mixture effect better than both the concentration addition model and the independent action model, the implication being that the proposed approach is widely applicable. Environ Toxicol Chem 2017;36:265-275. © 2016 SETAC.